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a mil sosiology confronts a . oontinu in g crisis of idsbecausLoi its, failure to-develop a sociology of agriculture. Hitorically, itespite an initial focus on agritultures rural sociology .'
became deflected to the anklysie of rurality. Recent emphasis of
rural iociologists on the nturnaroundn ,p enomenon is symptomatic
but fails to deal with the fact that such turnaround represents the

. f penetration of preiyiously rural .space by rban-based edon.omic func-tions. ',Rural sociology has .increasedits irrelevance by failing tolocate itself appropriately in the productionist .oriented land.
%,-grant s stem. 4 it. could resolve its problems, ashas agricultural

economs by providing ideological justification for production-
ism. It '.ituid also 'seek to develop a.'nev constituency for its pro-

. ductior. this ktould probably jeopardize its location in the land
grarnt .3ts a but probably represents the only ,may out cf closed and
Unite t p dig.. several new developments it the sociology ,of.agricaltli involving neopopulist and neomarxist paradigms .are'con-
sidered olding%Erceise. for a revised rural sociology. ,
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c`'co .RECEIVED

Rural sociology asla prof ernonal ,Ncalli WI to Ise Weber, sl
expression should be congraturiAted :O r its contAneous and, indeed,

ntlirelentless introspection. 1Those fa liar vith'the subditcipline of
rarel sociology, particularly, -having followed its professional
j nal, Rural. Sociology, can attest to this .Jeritical- introspea-

On.
,

But if self - examination and self-criticism are virt- ues and the i
subdiscipline is thus to be congratulated, -its capacity to ,chinge
and project a dynamic and vital probing. of society' does'uot deserve
the same plaudits. The subdiscipline, rather, -has estab'lish'ed an
unenviable location vith respect to the social sciences generally,

sociology more specifically, and to the central institution of/ "it is a segient, the land grant:complex 1 ] of institutions
the United. States.

The statement about Itupeviablility s uld be qualified since
rural -sociology has always been envied - by its- larger -sibling,
sociology, fdr its substantial funding base even though this fund-

- ing constitutes but a miniscule portion of publicly-firled. ..+1 \ ..-... ,.
1

.
.

- *paper prepared for the plenary session, "Rural Sociology; A
ctook To the Titterer"' donnal meeting of the Baal Sociological 5?-
cietyeGdelpfte Ontariok August 1981.. This paper vas prepared. vith

_ the support of the Naktional Science Foundation Grant No. OSS 78-
4814. The opinions, findings, and conclusions are those of the

,... auttoi and do not necessarily refleet the views of, the 'Foundation.
ihilspaper has benefitted from a critical comments by Vincent Wel-
,fario and Robert .1. 'Thomism..

.

. ";-

. [1 I 'Lad grant coep).ex refers to the land giant. colleges of
, .

s

r igkitulture in the 'United States created by the Morrill Pict' of
1862, 'the gricultural,+Experinent Stations created _kt the. Hatch Act
of 1 8 8 , a d the Extension network forced by the Saith-tever Act of
1914. :' . A
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agricultural research and de vel6pment.in the U.S. . general
sociology, whose practitioners._ mast scratch, for`research support
and sumpar salaries, the 'organizational relationship between \

4 departments of rural sociology, the. experiment stations, and the A
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) have always provided
a laCiative source of research dollars. On the other hand, rural'
sociology has not played a significant role, concomitant with its
retourcps,. in the production of knOwledgei (:)of use either to ciol--

/ ,ogy, the social scien5es sore. generally,. or .to the, land grant
institutions, and the subdiscipline has not been highly- regarded in

. .a symbolic way-by generil sociology 1 2]. 2' .
. . . ,

The approach that will -be taken here is that rural sociology
'Made a primordial decisiol in its formative period to become assn-

" ciated With rural ,society, rather than' with agriculture. That deci-
sion accrued despite initial concerns about. agriculture by the
foinding fathers [3] about the erosion of the agricitltiiral popula-
tion. As these concerns came 'into conflict with productioniat
orientations in .the land. grant complex, research on a number of
agricultural issues. was actively discouraged (Friedland 1979).
Despite initial concerns, therefore, the spbLiscipliW was shape
in ways that left its Interests in atricultlire remote; U.4. rural
sociology became focused instead 'on rural society.. .

2

-
The key' issue that will be addressed in this paper centers' on

the question posed by-Falk andPinhey (1978g. 556): ',If there is no
"rural,' can there be a 'rural botiology"?9, Itwill contended Wit
there is little Nra;a11, society left in the United. States, although
there are, many high-, sedium-,anelowrdensity population locations
and, henbe, there" is no longer' any basis in the United States, if
there ever was in the past, for a rural sociology.

. ..I----...- ....-..-.-- t.
* , 1

. . . : .
I 4' - - .

1 2] Some rural sociologists will want empirical'Aiata to confirm
:this aslertioi. While empirical evidence is not'dense on this sub-
ject, see Falk and Pinhey 197# who confirm ,impressions developed
over. years of observing rural sociology. One inslicatof that night
be tested empirically is the capacity of rural sociological- depart - -,

k \ments to :place their 'PhD ',products', in genegaltdepartaents of so--
c101ogy. , ,.

.\ .

13] The term is used _deliberately. The early differentiatioi ok
Hose Economics as a distinctive subject forpivestigation and
teaching and the formation of .depattments and 'schools concerned'
with that topic probably contributed enormouslytd,gender speciali--

, zation between Rome Economics and the -other .egrioultur 1 social, sciences. In historical restrospett, Rome Economics tabliShed:
',jurisdiction" over the home and fa lily; 'Rural --Sec**, ogy 'began
-with. the farm and farmers but ended up with the community as its.
"jurisdiction. " ..

$
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Rural society) y, igaprenented an initially'
*

weak conceptual
8 4. . ,

approach of ,soae of the founders of sociology..' This approach
-viewed the transi ition to capitalisa. in terms' of .polarities of
societAl.types that distinguished small-scale, agriculturally-based
societies fros large-Scale, couplet, ndustrial, urban societies
[4 J. This distinction proved' to, be aspirically weak as extensive
research subsequently prOved. Not only did this focus lead to colt-
ceptull blind alleys 'about' the "rural -urban continues" and '
"fringe," but the discoterf that geseitabatilighn relationships
could ''be found ia urban settj.ngs also proved dismaying. &byte 1955;
Gans 1962). ,

, .
.

4.

A dual-deuodraphidi process -dqvaloped as ithe UnitedSiates sadeits transition tkrough in to the oposi,-industriial* era.
At a very early stage and, Indeed, contributing to theformation of ,

: the agricultural- social s4ences, the comparativedisadvailtage of
living on the land led to .flight to urbanism' wing - to the
Country Lifft,Bovemet. py the 19301, as the adoption- of the trac- ,

tar produce4 a fundamental transforaation.in agricultural produc-
t -t-ion [Si, 4t becameclear that the rural basis of American society,

vas disappearing. . Subdequently, as urban population spread and
encroached on surrounding rqral Locations, the.ehenoaenow of subur-
bia Oecnse a concern ?,,= priaarily to non -rural nOciblogists '
Although rural sociologists worried.at the "rural-urban fringe," it
was left largely to their urban colleagues, 14t general sociology to
study suburbia. , . .

, ..
i- .

Rost recently, and derivative of 'suburbanizaiion, the
phenos000n. of *turnaround* vas discovered when a number of rural
counties which had 4een steadily' ldsing population for salty
decades, began to increase in population Mansell 1973; Beale
1975). *Turnaround* has given at*, n some rural sociology cir-.
cles, to talk about a "rural renaissance" and other euphorics indi-
cating a. new, lease* on life for rural - sociology. Par fros this, the
so-called rural renaissance is. neither rural nor a. renaissance. By
fodusing on'ttirnaround, rural sociology continues to sake itself
lieviOheral to the instititidnal network I of which it is a part,
furthering itsown marginalization.1 .4

, ,
k

---(413 Reference here is to the traditions developed in "grand
theory" sociology, particularly- as represented by Our kheis and
Toennies and reinforced by Rarisons in hils_paitern 'variables.- This
ossent does not apply either to Barr or Veber who, also concerned
ith the ttansition to capitalism, did not reify social relation-,

it
ps in the same way. t 4.

.
k .. , , )[5,]This was signaled in southern qgriculture in one oi the cost

drasatic -- beanie it was associated , with race ,-- deabaraphic
transforaa tions as . the black poptilation shifted /fvon southern
rural-agricultural tpinorthern-urban-industrial. .

- .
1

. 0
. '.'
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Vie Future of Aural Sbcicilogr

-..
. An 'analysis of the iistitsitianal location. Of rural sociology,-
and pie -de*elopsent of as ageada that eight make' it pore central
'argues titat.the Subdiscigiee dust begin .a major reallfication of
research priorities' Saeh a reallopatiop could place tie subdis-
cipline LA one of several;i4atenable posgioes:",oitherathe subdis-
cipline -will beane an ideological excopeat and jus4fier of tide

- fibal destruction, of fdailrbased agriculture the V.S. and. sup-porter 'of vorporake agriksiness or it will undertake a gadfly,
critical role which could 'lead ito its expulsion fro,' thland giant-

coeplex. *

:) . 0,

. . 1,0 'wage of -lug odeti
Details .of pikulation shifts in the United Istates ' An* thei a .

'Line of' the last -century wh;en the urban Popitlition birge ed and
the rural population declined pied, not bg set out here. This the
process wag, and continues to be, the subject- of continuing con-
cern. Beale (1975, 1978a,b) and aiches and Brown 0978) to cite.
only A feet have suatiarizea these tendencies: (farm population has
declined 'since 1916; "rural population, (remained] about the 'sane
size it had been for several decades, but with much:iaternal

. tribittion* (Beale 1978b: 43), and the nonnetropontaa sector "ham,
experienCe0 a .considerable expansion., is econolic opportunity"ey (Zuiches abd 'Brava 1978: 71) (6). Within rural sociology, Beale is
associated with the turnarogad -phenpmenon and acknohle4ges this
alidentification: "..,I am .identified with the demographic ticktk that
-4ocdaented the population turnaround in maestro areas* (197Ba:
11/. Beale's encomia for turnaround 7] ,conflates two distinct
phenoeena: the' continued decline in the agricultural populatioa and \
the increase in the nunbet of nonnetropolitan counties of popula-tion. LW mi econos c bin. Beale attributes the tur-
naround phenomenon to four reason : the redaction in 4displaceaent=.+wam..

(61 The difference
maiine population
puts primarily in ter

-Brown sake the di
,. ran. The title of

Um. ankh k-polit anti desigaa

I

,
s 'between generations of dernographers alt they
reds ash uld be,. noted. Beale's discussion isf "r al" and "urban" whereas. ZnicheV and

Lion etween metropolitan and nonnetropoli-
gt itial paper is Zig peyival

Amertca; he also uses the ornonmetro-
r places.

(7 I Althoug akin snip' able; qualifiers- and recognizing differ-
ences in interpret tion even though, stating that 11 All not
predicting' that' ei er United States orthe Northeast i about
to ecoie Arcadia" (Beal 1978a: 11), the contextual refer nce in-

. it dicakes a leanin,g in that rection. This is -reinforced symboli.
cally by the cover, of Beale 1975). publication which shows church
and Cottages nestling in a geninkaftlishe valley.
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This procesi was neted,kecent_y in the- ILL& 111421 Alma

I
Alla/ 28, 1981): "Witt Suzy: C tieserull Of Stores, Plains ,open
Outlets in Small' Towns: Popul tio. Shift Is a Factor; Sew Competi- .

Lion Tends to Hurt Older Beta lore.. The article notes that "Sig-
tine .retailing is,lcoking increa ingoly to snail -tows :America for

o' growth." detailing giants such as Sears, K Nut, and Woolworth have
developed' "small - store prototypes to serve such areas." The results

.' ohtrt ,imany local merchants," one of whom says,'"The big Chains are
killing-the market. -It sakes se s/:le This Contrasts with :the.
comment by the manager of the ne tears outlet: "We tabu what it

. takes to make a buck...the small merchants of this town better get
26 with it, or .they'll be left etind.40 Some retailers contend that,
IF whereas shoppers ,used to travel tq bigger cities in the area for

shopping, .they are now staying "hose" since a wider ranga.of goods '

have become locally available. The manager of one of the new malls
notes ,''Vie believe those doijars are staying home, now." This is
iillusiory since profitable dollars viii hardly remain locilwhen the
uee\ stores. are .subsidiaries of corporations far distant from this
parket; far from remaining local, those dollars will becoie party of
the national and international flow of capital.

The "rural' population of the Ontted States is characterized
by increasingly lisomogeseity. conseping .the same kinds of foods,
commodities,. and culture as the urban popslation. although some
regional' differences ,continue to exist, raCe-ethnic and class
differences,have becose sore significant. instead of differences
that .demarcate rural and .urban,' there is now.an increased homo-
geneity,e!en betwienzietro and nossetro locations. Far fros pro- . w

diming a qeseinschaftliche Narcadia,! the gait of populations
with an,urbta economic base and, life style reproduce .the conditions
VI urban life is small communities. Price and Clay (1980), for .

example, Sate the rim ik of "structural distu banes," the product *f
Migration to nonsetropolitan counties. Th se derive, they believe,
from two forcesinstitutional overload as Cultural clash. The
former is similar to What has been eferred to ms the -- "fiscal .

.crisis of the state" .(O'Connor 1973) reps sentisg a demand for'ser-
vices .that. cannot be accoseodated be ease of the discrepancy
between'the available tax base and the d ands and 'expectations for
services. Thi9 develops as a result of what rice and Clay refer
to as the mclaths between urban and traditional orientations:
.Thus: , -

- .

As more and soreurbanites have blen attracted to the rural
OinterlanC, their collective voice on many pollticil and
social concerns' has become increasingly audible to the
longer-tern residents. Imparting urban values and'eipdcta-
ttonseoften coupled with sophisticated taste* in the arts
and dregs' and a 'preference for.gatesivrari living, these
newcomers are unit carriers of th ban culture, sometimes
found to be irreconcilable. it th the local sociocultural .

. system (Price and Clay 1980: 5 'emphasis is the_origi7
nal)... . t

t
I

.
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This procesi was notedtecent y in the- jail ligiet AggEad
Pay 8, 1981) 2 "With Many: C ties,. Full Of Stores, gbaims Open
Outlets in Ssall.Towns: Popul tion Shift Is a Factor; ley Competi- .

tion Tends to Hurt Older Pete lers." TA'e article notes that "Big- '

- time. retailing is,looking imcrea ing.ly to snalf-town America for
growth." Retailing-giants such As Soars, It Mart, and Voolvorth have
developed small-sto0 prototypes to serve such areas." The results
'whIsrt 'any ,local, merchants," one of alto says,..1The big Chains are
killing -the Racket. -It sakes me sitk:" This Contrasts with :the.
comment by the manager of the ne tears outlet: "We knbv what it

, takes to sake a buck...the small serchaats of this town better get
116 with it, or Itieyell be left 14ebin4.46 Sane retailers contend that,
gr whereas shoppers ,used to travel tl bigger cities in the area for

. shopping, they are now staying "home" since a wider range.,of goods '

have become locally available. The manager of one o;( the new malls
notes JNIRe believe those dollars are staying hossk sow." This is
illusory since profitable dollars will hardly resain local hen the
ne* stores. are subsidiarift of corporations far distant from this
earke4 far from remaiaing local, those dollars will become part, of
the national and international flow of capital.

The "rural" piipulation of the United States is chatacterized
by increasingly 'homogeneity, conseeing the same kinds of foods,
commodities,4and culture as the urban population. Although some
regional' differences continue to exist, EaCe-ethnic and class
differencesbave become more significant. Instead of differences
that ,demarcete rural and ,urban; there is now.an increased homo-
geneity even between nitro and nosmetro locations. par from pro-
ducing a ospeisschaftliche "arcadiesse, the shift of populations
with an Artie' econoeic base and, life style reproducethe conditions
of urban life in small communities. Pr
example, node the ris, of "structural distu
migration to nonmetropolitan counties. Th
fros two forces-einstitutional overload an
former is similar to what has been
,crisis of the state",00Connor 1973) repr
vices that, cannot be accossodated be
between'the available tic base and the 'd
services. Thiq develops as a result of what trice and Clay refer
to as the "clan" between urban and traditional orientations.
Arbus:.-

)

ice and Clay (1980), for
banes," the product 3f

se derive, they believe,
cultural clash. The

eferred to as the - "fiscal
senting a demand Aor°ser-
seed of the discrepancy
ands and 'expectations for

As more and more,urbanites-have 'den attracted to the rural
hinterland; their collective voice on many political mid
social concernsifhts become increasingly audible to the
longercters reagents. Imparting urban valves and-eipicta-
ttons,soften coupled with sophisticated taste* in the arts
and Arm& and a Prefereice for,ggateskomi living, these
newcomers are unit carriers of tJyurban culture, sometiaes
found to be irrecoicilable. w
system (Price and Clay 1980: 5
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: "
This interestin:discussion. in rural,sociolbgi, in the Bean.-

tip., iie paint' no attention to vhat has been gfifingon obackeet the
ranchf" *gat is, ii igricniture.liecbuse of the.fecns-vhicil viral
'sociology gave to the rural community rather than to umigyaftga is 4

i fireductAgn maggir-rural 'sociologists have avoided dealing vith
the very developnent-that, gave rise to their existence.

To briefly recapitulate" the dike on the destruction of ;Bill
glad media n% sized farts and the annihilation of the "Idling =I%
snail Wino" (Beale 1978h: 41; for kiscussions of haslet mortality
.see Galliher an&-Pidfield 1980) and the emergence of agribuiiness,.
ve can n*e that the number ofmtarms in the United States (in ail-

*lions) his dropped from 6:37 in 1910 to 2.31 in 1974. Land in ferns
hal increased (in Billions of acres} lion 881 to 1017 and average
Blcreage per fare has increased trot 139 to 440 (modefeld, et Al.,
1974,-Table .3: A3). Economic, concentration inpagricaltare is even'
more notabfe. $chertz (1979) notes that the farms vith $200,000 in
sales almost tripled hetveen 1960 and 1970. In 1960, these large
units constituted 0.9% of all farms and comaanded 19% of fare
sales; by 1978, such Units bad increased' to 2.4% of ill ferns aid
they coaaanded 39% of faresales.(1.18).,

.

Future. projections extrapolate these trends. McDonald and
Coffaan (1980) 'anticipite that by the Year 2000, the nuabers of

...farms vill.drop to approxisately 1.8 million and average acreage
nil' increase to almost 600Ap. 3):

lore fares vill specialize An the conaodities they produce.
Some conaoditiei vill be produced. only hy a fev large
faros.. Inheritance vill be he chief Beans of acguiFing. a
fare. Parsers mill rent Bore farmland. Parsland Bed fare
vealth vill be concentrated among fever and larger farms.
Vey farmers vill be :fever and vill need.eorecapital to Tat

...started. Many nev farners.40.11 be part-tiaerh, sapplesent-
- Jug their tarn income with Otters -jobs.

Moreover:

One Fomponent of the projections night sake' sole farmers
vine -- the likelihood thit lore farts mill be corpora- ,

tione. Coiiorate fares are often.perceived as hying inimi-
cal to the 411-ditional family fart type of organization.
lost of the incorporated -fares in the future, hovever, will
themselves by family-operated farms. The family farm or-
iganization is sound and viii probBhly thrive, but vith some
changes IcDoniald and 5offnan 1980: 1-2).

. I

Vith'ill of these trends: thetecononic concentration in agri-
,. colter., the, increased. earginalization of small family ferns,* con-.

tinuous emphasis on nonocultural, ,specialization and corporatiza-
tion, farming knovalin Song, story, and myth, has effectiWely

f. ,.
9

yt
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disappeared. The United States has loved toward the
transformation of agriculture from a way. of life to 0,4 no
'sion, "The -message, is clear... '"the basic consideration of

8

conplete
expres-

the farm-
ing_ business is money" (Johnson 1981). Belatedly, rural sotiolu-
gists should realize this and build the .r reftlIgh &Rd teicRim oR
this. fact., For agriculture is' -ho longer a phenomenon based on
rural sdElety; it is a -prodess of productron, like all other.
processes of. production, subject to the same rules as other',
processes, and comparsble thereto. While there may be some differ-
ences by virtue of historical antecedents and the uncertaidties
remaining is some parts of the production' process, the similarities
to other production systems is *Oat is significant. The continued
focus on rural society makes rural sociology an anachronis, AIR
search of a nonexistent ucial reality. Discussion of *tur-
narounds,'" "rural renaissanc s," and ffinonnetropolitan growth" will
not bring back the social henomenon out of which rural sociology
was created.

The Institutional RAlsmma of Rural

.Rural sociology occupies an anomolons and fundamentally 6nten-"
able. (institutional location: Om the one, hand, its relationship to
the. broader discipline of sociology is- uneasy. Although, in its
earliest institutional period, rural sociology had a close and
iifluential.relitionshiP to sociology, in more recent times it has
become insulated and isolated from the broader discipline (Falk and
Pinhey 1978). 'Despite Sewell's (1965) injunCtions to ,rigor and
proximity to the 5eneral discipline, rural sociology has succeeded
only in baceming,methodologically rigorous about trivial issues
(Picou, Wells, and Nyberg 1978.

Rural sociology is also irrelevant to its institutional net-
work, pie4land.gre-lat complex. FOr obvious historical reasons, the

`land grant systen eterged as proUumitionist oriented and dominated
by "hard" Scientist*. Although.olkcern'about the viability of the
rural population was a factor' contributing to its development, the
land grant conplei hai neve been significantly interested ft the

(,-raral sector,"belig focused idstead.on Riidiction, Rural ;sociol-
ogy, 'by defining its "lurit4otion" as'IREal rather than as being
concerned with aulculture of Lamm has isolated itself from the -

primary concerns of land ggant s6ience.
0

t
te seed. in that most

rural /sociology is'
welivendowe ;lt. obtains
A and. the"experiment .sta-

The. irrelevance of rural sociology
fundamental of processes budgeting. :fa
believed by gederal sociologists as being
less than 1% the research budget of US
tiods.(Hatha ay 1972: Table I., p. 402) . .

Mother ndicator of its irrelevance can be found in its ninur
participation uring the recent debate ,on the structure of agricul-
ture. Newby's review of a key document, pructuu Issued of
\ f

, 1O
. sr
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,

jaerAsip luta/km& (Rconoaics, Statistics and Cooperative Set-
'vice. 1979; reviewed in Ora/ lockaggi, 1; 160 -162) points out
that this report. produced, *only 18 fages out of 305" on "Rural
America,* less than appeared oa the section on marketing But the

irrelevanceof rural sociology in this document can also be demos-
.

strated through the disciplinary backgrounds of the 42 authors, 37
of whom wete economists, 2 being sociologists, and oneftach being
hiltorials, social scientists, and an information officet (9].

c
Aoutput

with respect to apiculture, the topic central to
her. way' of assessing rural. sociology ire"- to examine its

research
'the-land.Orant complex. In sn earlier paper (Friedland 1979),
showed, -- through an analysis of the .subject theses provided to the
wig of 'Rural Socioloov, that agriculture. has been declining as a
research topic in the jburnal of the Society. 'I summary of this
analysis is shown in Table 1. A study of the last three volumes
(43-45, 1978-80) of Aura/ Sogiglon shows.thate'while pore atten-
tion is being given to agriculture and agricultural ,issues,' this
tipic remains fairly obscure ,for most total sociologists. In these
three volumes, there were 'a total of 124 articles, tenearch nOtes,
and coementaties (10]. these, by the broadest intecpretation, a

-,total of 30 or 24.4%, bad something to do with agriculture. Blasi-
.' nation of these contributions indicates that sang are concerned
with agriculture outside of the OniXed Stites, with issues relating
to. adoption and diffusion bf innovations, or rural community
development. A note refined but still btoad definition of agricul-
ture that is more spbjectivp indicates a-mixianm of only. ,20 cbatri-
butions or 16.% of the total. Were a personal definition to be
used about agriculture, less than a WHIM of Contributions could
be tonna. To.protide access to others 'as to hoirthis material was
derived, see the appendix (11].4.,....

(9] Some rural sociologisti could have contributed to the de-
bate. Richard Rodefeld, for" example, could have wide a major con-
tribution to the` analysis of lead' ownership add` Isao Oujimoto to
discussions of public policy. Perhaps rural:sociology is lea
represented' within the social science agencies of USDA than in the
colleges of agriculture andthe experinent stations. All of the
authors of ,the papers_in.the volume, excelit two, verb drawn from
OStA agencies.

). [ 10j Abook 'review symposium of Perelmanis mass I2 In= LE
A tummy, World, that appeared in tor. 44, Jo. 1 has been character-
Axed as an article since it involves a engthy interchange aboat
agriCultece.

. .

(11] It might be argued, of course,"that.Rural &Maim is not
a satisfactbry source for judging research output of total sociolo-
gists with respect to apiculture since stay do not publish through
the journal but through bulletins. It sbOaLd -. be noted that the
*Stiletto Index,. which has' been published since' vol. 31, June

.4
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The Future of Rural Sociology 10

Basically rural sociology is not a "'free* subdiscipline;
I rather it should-be characterized as "tied" [121. . The "tying*, of
' rotal sociology can be seen in ,the way in which the profession s°

dealt, in the past, with agricultural issues or with issues defined
) as socially conttoverSial. In such cases, total social scientists

have found themselves in difficulty. filter Goldschmidti problems
with 4 the Bureau of.Agriculteral Economics, the demise of the RH*
the burning of the fare population estimates in 1958, 'and the
Bureau o hgrtcultufal:economics study of Coahoma founty, NissiS-
sippi in, 44 are, al .1 relevant .examples .[ 131. Becauke the'coral sci aces are "tied"; they experience, significant internal,
tensions. Thesk tensions have been resolved historically in. dif-
feren ways (for a historical bieataent see'.Rosenberg 1873, part' 2;
relevailt discussions will also be found in Busch, 1980, Rossiter.
1979, and- Richol,son 1977). *

In oie respect, however, rural sociology isigfeprent from all
Of the other cgricultural.sciences: ibercia* 'all of the other sci-
ences have taken agriculture as their fbmain, rural sociology has
not. The restat Ackthat rural.sociology,'"as a body pf knowledge,
knows comparatiftly little abogt agriculture [141. Unlike its''
cousin, ngricaItural edbnomics, which has placed great "emphasis an ..

t)le analysis of a wide range Of agricultural probleas [15], rural
sbciology essentially has eschewed research on agriculture,

1966, does hot even contain A categoiy fur'"agricule se. 4

46

[12] The literature op 'professions sakes a sanction between ..
"free" and "bureaucratic" professions; f.e., t e former being wadi .

up of professionals who selltheisyservices (physiciaiis, lawyers)
in 'Contrast to the fatter who are employees of large'formal organi- ,10 i
zations such "as. government. See Hughes 1960; noore 1070: 6.2-65;
aid Larson -1977: 190-199. _..

-_.

[14)411 of these have beet suaaarized in Prietlana 19/9.. "Par 6

details on each ',see, respectively, girkendall 1964te 1066: ChaPtiks
12, 13kenciteOldschmidt 1980, Part 3; Rosenbaum; n.d.'; and Hardin..
1946: 651-655. . 4 .:

( 14] a concomitant phenomenon is that sodiology es. a 'diliciplinck
r

knows nothing about/the sociology of ,agriculture.. Those special-
ized areas within sociology that deal with production have paid nb
attention to agricultural processes since these have been defined
as being within the-jurisdictibn of rural sociology. Sea Friedland;
Barton, and Thomas 19e1:1-5. - .1-,

, ' .

f 15] Lest i anyone, worry about crediting. agricultural -economics
too much, it should .be eapbasized that the economics subdiscipline
has its blind. spots and limitations in it* focus on triti.e.. There
can be little' doubt, however, that agricultural economics 4a s been
centrally ,foAused on agricultural production atti, has thereby served
the productleanist inf gists of the lantV,grant systea. .

,, 12
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'The suture of iural Sociology

approximately since the 19501-11riedlanc). 1979).

Wren the institutional location of rural ..sociolom, in th'e-

land ant complex, the sabdiscipline has become an isomaly, This
does a, "mean,that rural sociology departments have not played USIV'"

i

ful 6itties in\land grant institutions, providing free or lox -cost
instruCtion'in sociology to students froa,urbah backgrounds.'

11A

,. ,

Ague Vajor arena which had drawn-therfattention of 1ural.iociol-
ogists relevant to agriculture is adoptiondiffusion.rekearcb. Yet

: even here, research has concentrated exclusiielt on the singular
. aspect of adoption in this agricultural enterprise; many. ether
aspects of the process have been ignored. As.for.otb'er 'components
0 agriculture, particularly those dealing witli prOductionvproduc-
tiod organizationepolitical organization with respect to agrictl
tural productiod, etc., Most rural sociologists have esolteied these
topics with. vigor [16]. - .

.

.

'. , .

Thetopica that get generated within agriculture, frog a
sociological point of view*, will potentially create problems since

: spgiologists will have to address the processes of production. 1/4411
ad", doing, they will confront a dilemma. On the,ont hand, they can
either .take the,Airection of agricultural_ economics 'oce'on. the
otheiv they can foriulate a stanci,that sets out Ake social reali-
ties-and outcdaet-'of capitalist agricultural development.

' .. .,,
i 4,1., ..

.

'If the firit approach is taken, rmral sociologists .will 'have
to develop :tali.' and -means, as has agricultural economics,:to.
become .useful to productionist land :grant ,stiedoe. ..:. Such' in
jappronCh requires' the development of a research equivalent thal
examines comparative costs of packing lettuce' Tor: establishing .a
vineyard in. the .San7 Otgnin -Afalley or-in vestern Penmsypania.
This type of approach' justifies institutionaL'arrangements

- and reinforces the. land grant institution. 41 comparable example
frow.agricultural economics, can be found. in the *returns to
research* 'literature. Agricultural economists have deamostrated,
at least to the satisfaction of the:scientists who dominate land
great knowledge production, .that investaent'in-such reseasch.is
economically and socially rational. This.reSearch:has been 'useful
'to land grant scientists who have provided ample funding for it. .

, ...
. . .

rollowi.ng this approach, several,types of studies .could be
suggestod by which rural sociology could become huseful* to t
productionist 'dentists of the land grant conplei: ,

,,, .-M
[64 Attempts since 1978 of a number of rural sociologists.: to

grapple with agriculture as a focus for research must .be opted: and
will be discnssed below. ..The emphasis given to agricultural topics
at annual meetings in 1980 and 1981 represent's:significant change.

13" -;
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' 4
a

% .

. Studies relating to the recruitment. and 'manage:peat of wage .

0 lab6r. Although, labor represents a declining problematic in
agriculture, it remains a serious affair in sunbelt agriculi-
tore. , While the long term prospects-are for continuous sub-
Stitution of labor by capital (i.e.i machinery)* labor supply
and control will continue to be A problematic 117).

2. Studies of social movements and ,sociat
t

control. While the
population base for social movemeats in agriculture. is vastly
diminishei*.the elmerience of the imerican Agricultural Rove-

. lent (Flinn and gohl- 1979) in the past few yeari indicates
that protest tendencies remain against policies that .erode the
viability of "smaller" production units. Political control of
such -movements represents a problematic for land grant. scien-
tists since their scientific pioductien has contributed to the
process' of ecoinOmicconientrition.and will probably _continue
to do so. .,

3. Studies dealing with interorganizational analysis andarticu-
lation. With the criticism of land1grant science .(Hightower
1973) And'tke fiscal crisis, there are, indications that lore
agricultural research will get done increasingly in the
private sector. Such a development -will lead to even closer
ArticulatIon between -land grant and, private sector science.
The.privete sector mill seek, is in the past, to put the bur-
den of long.radge* basic research on the taxpayer while itaffell

% 'con4octing developiental research capturable for profit. Some,
of the gays in which this, process has beenaccomplished have
been otudied by a few rural sociologists (see especially
Pujiadto and gopper 1978) but*Ion the thole*.the analysis of
intecorganizational articulation remains to be accomplished.

These are only .a few subjects that aiglit be undertaken by a
. redirected. -rural sociology concerned 'with' finding a place in a.
productionist-oriented agricultural science network. At the same'
Use, there are dangers involved id taking this approach.

.1
...MPaINIONNO.1111

[17) In California*, for example* there has been controversy over
' the past decade about the failure of the University afs, California's
Agricultural Division to provide services relating to \agricultural

"labor. Arecent suit by California Rural Legal Assistance against
the University is. one manifestation. The way the' University

. .

operates in response can be seen in a recent instance in which the
Legislatuie.rprOvided support' for Extension activities on ,agricul-
tura]: labor. The University's Agricultural Ditision has implement-
ed tile-approach by, recruiting specialists id personnel management.
Thus new jobs are being created for which rural sociologists, with
some training* could be 'employed; it should also be noted, howev-
er* that. these jobs will serve-the.interests of agricultural em-
ployers and not those of workers.'

14
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Consider,, for exaiple, the hazards implicit in conduCting interov,
ganitational' analyses. This reseach can be useful to experiment
station directors interested in getting as "big a bang for 'the
buck" in agricultural sciences as possible, Is state legislatures
and the federal government become more diffiCult.._ with funding,
experiment station directors will be looking for:, ways to bring
established. public sector' research into closer coajunption with the
private sector. Is Merton. pointed out in letting' oft hii defense
of functionalism, 48erton 1957., .Chapter 1: 37-46), rem arch can be
either conservative or radical. If used to facilitalte articula-
tion, experiment station directors will probably velcose it. How-
ever, if such research is viewed as losuckrating, as.nexposure of
the use of public resources for private gain, such research will
probably not be refunded after initial experisents.

. f

althouse the topics indicated above represent leglnate socio-
logical research fati, other equally legitimate sociological topics
cOu4create tension with the productionist agricultural scien-
tistS. 0

. First is systeiatic and c omparative' research on agricultural
production and how human social organization shapes these processes
and is shaped by then. Comparative analysis, of wheat,. cotton,
dairying, and lettuce, etc., Feveali different loci of econo:Ac
concentration, reverse and forwdrd integration, and many other
economic and social processes (Friedlan 1981).

another topic-that cries for examination is the. current trend .

toward fare incorporation and its social consequences. although
some /ork done in this area, sott is concerned with setting out ,the
advantages 'and conditions Of incorporation (181. At least two
basic research problems exist. First, there is aneed for descrip-

. tive...Aesography on rates of incorporation, who incorporates (types
of fares and farmers) , and regional and commodity differences.
Second, the incorporation 'of a . fanny enterprise . probably has.
consequences for tisily and.. community organization, an obvious
"natural" stipject for rural sociological inqUiry.

k third research area might focus on the analyslis of .labor
supply and coptrol. 'The labor process in agricultural production
has been taken only as.a problematic' in cases where workers are
enclovell by growers. This subject could stand closer .investigati3n
over a broad range of consodities add regions including studies of

.m.=mair....m.
1

(18] The literature dealing with incorporation, its advantages, .
,disadvantages, and complexities, i$ considerable. See for example
Levi 1971, Chapter Ten; Boehlle And Kradse forthcosing; Hari,
4' Byrne; and !Crust 1977; Davis 194; and Singer '1981. These are
but a few of the papers, bulletins, articles: and publications re- -
cently encountered dealing with farm., ncorporation.

15 4



The Future of Buraf sociology 14

work and workers in grain, milk, beef, poultry production to men-
tion only a few. Beyond hired labor, thercis thg issue of family
labor, still the most significant labor input in production in. the
United States. llow is family labor mobilized and organized? Is it
the same as was the case 30-40 years ago' when ,this topic web
Closely examined?- How are family workers remunerated? What ever I

happened to the so- called "job ladder," does it still exist- in .

aspirations 'and reality? Although studies occasionally appear on
some of these topics, they have not been systematically explored by
rural sociologists. .

.

The topics suggested represent significant possibilities for
agricultural research. At the same time, .it should be expected
that .the productionist scientists who dominate land grant research
will prefer not to fund Such research or, if funded,' would rpther
not have the results become too public: the effects on family 'life
of corporatization will probably be somewhat less than nercadian:n.
the transmogrification of diffuse, affective social:relations into

k legally-constrained .specific, ,limited, and "rational" relations
I will probably prove to be unpropitious for maintaining beliefs

about the importance of the family in rural American societyr

Rural 4iology confronts,,therefare, a 'signiiicant institu-
tional dilemma* It.can-maintvi.n its present coutse.and continue to
conyire: itself (and others) that urban deceifralization consti-
tutes 'a fitting subject for land grant research Which has become,
itself, focused almost excluiively op expanding agricultural. pro-
duction. Rural` sociology car turn, alternatively, to agricultural
production and define.a narrow, productionist orientation similar ..
to the economists thereby satisfying the' criterion of "utility', of
the productionist scientists. In a third, _and probably least
iiablo atteraative, rural sociology could set its f ,free institu--
tionaliy from- the land grant system to develop a cr tical analytic
stance with `:respect to agriculture.

os directors or USDA' ad 'niSuch

a sepa ation w uld be

-

Icktinecessary since mast experiment station dsc-tratorscon hardly be expected to accept a critical, anal
stance that lends itself, to .muckraking and political reaction in
Congress, as past experience indicates. - ...1

4 21.2 Development of A Constituency fel R2Ill 122121221

- One way to think about new research approaches is to define
potential constituencies for a revised rural sociology. The prob-
lem of cons Cue development. is, perhaps, unique .to 'rural
sociology since, unlike most other agricultural sciences, there is
no clear constituency for its research. Busch {1980) and Rossiter
(1979) have shown how-various agricultural sciences have' close o%
remote constituencies. These constituencies, often- organized
within commodity organizations, play Crucial roles in providing
support to sustain ,certain kinds of agricultural research.

1.
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The future df Rural Sociology..
. ,

Rural sociology seemis,to be the one land great discipline --'

possibly unique except for agricultural history.-- in not having
such a constituency. One result has been that rural sociology bas
been among the least supported groups in the land grant systea..
This is not surprising since rural sociology bas addressed neither
specific constituencies within agriculture nor specific problems of
agriculture. Despite contentions that rural sociology should play
a role in agricultural policy analysis (Stokes and Miller 1975).,
the irrelevance of rural sociology, became clear during the debate

-.. over the structure of agriculture at the end of the Carter adminis-
tration. ,.

.

35

.
One way of-thinking about constituency. de4elopaent is in terms

of who is involved in agricultural production; another is to con-
sider who uses agriculture es productit. On the whole, the central
focus of the agricultural sciences has concentrated on who is

..initolved din agriculture although this fo'cus, over the past century,
has become narrowed to those. segments of 'agriculture that are
large, ptofit-producing, and *efficient.* (This has become the
basis for much of the criticise of the land grant system in the
past decade and some experiment station directors' have begun to
.worry about. expanding the constituent base for publicly funded
research.)

Efficiency, however,' is a slippery phenomenon. C an approach
that rural sociologists sight take to the analysis of agricultural
production and bonstituency developaent is to examine the social
and economic effects of current institutional arrapgeaentsin agri-

. culture.' \One example of thcii could involve a specific research
. problem:, What are. the, social, economic, andothet costs of 'USDA
grading procedimss that are conce'ned exclusitelt with cosmetic 1
qualities of food!? .

...
, . .. . ,,

This problem is _emergent is ,the maintenance of the complex
adminiOtrative 'apparatus; concerned with definition of standards,
inspection, and enforcement. Because oranges,' for, exa mple f obtain
a better ' Price if their skins have no blelaishes,' growers apply 'A
variety- of chemicals to coutral biological forces that affect skin .

condition. The fact that growers may realize a 5% price-advantage
because of inspecticn for dosmetic quality his effects on ,the pes-

. ticides and chemicals that are applied. !lost .cheaicals are
petroleum-derived and/or require petroleum-based energy applica-
tions to convert them for agricultural application. These chemi-;
cals say leave residues whose immediate and long-range effects are
imperfectly understood. What Are the costs to society of cosmetic
codes? Similarly, is ,it better o worse -to find cm in a frozen

. brussels° sprout than some Omni al residue, th ca ,not*.be seen by I
the consuaer? [191 ....::-

.

, .

[191 David Schieber, a former student at- Santa Cruz,, framed this
question for me out of his research on pesticides. Host people ob-

I'

...:1'i{, .
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-The.Future of Rural Sociology

Questions such as these raise all sorts of robieas; indeed
their very forailation reptesents a sharp break withthe approach

_of the agricultOkI sciences in the United States... ,This formula -
tion does not address the triditional constituency `of production
agriculturists; rather it'turns teconsiaers, a group, with which
lost experiment station directors have not been overly concerned.
Another problea derives because of jurisdictions the .type .of
research that has been suggested falls; traditionally, within the
"domino of agricultural econoaics rather, than' rural sociology.
The agricultatal ,economists, who have real' constituencies within,
agriculture, are unlikely to define' the probleas that have been
suggested as legitieate: lost would find it a subject outside
their reale of conceivability.

By/%dertaking such research, it mightibe, possible, 'however,
to develop a new constituency for rural .sociology.

PoLlents of gime or Blind 1112/13
New DeveloPments in micalimacassits.

What -fatu for rural.soCiology?

-----13Tt is 11 ell, despite the extended critical commentary over 25
years, that the ,subdiscipline can probably continue as it has in
the-past. -It can,remain dependent on-the land grant system, isvit-
ing critiques at _manual,. Weeti4gs, 'occasional presidential.
address and once-itra-while critical studies, but paying little
attention to this critique in the day-to-day work that goes on in$
home dcpartaeata.

.

ject, of course, to'finiing worms in their brussels 'sprouts and
.prefer. their oranges V.th few or no skiarbleaishts. Consulter
orientations depend, to a considerable degreelhowevero.c.en bow polo-

Olig learn about foods, the' process by which they are "educated," is
vell*as.ecmaoait factors such as price. We are educated or Condi-,
timed to. expect "perfect" brussels sprouts -- although they lay,
in fati, be less than perfect if there are unseen beaical, resi-
dues. The agricultural institutionV have created twork of sys-

. tens to "iducate" us; we call thee [ptoaotionalyaarke
Thus, the,CalifoiaiwIceberg Lettuce Commission, created only a f
years ago, has ad its purpose the ,eedication" of the consumer to
eat lore lettuce. And, according to the Wall Stteet Journal (July
.20, 1984; pp. 1, 14.6 the-dairy industry is about, tq educate us to
eat "real" rather than "lab*" cheese by putting a logo, the "Real
Seal,* on cheese madelrom ailts.rather 'than frog casein and corn
oily Aa the sane tile, the aanufactureis of 'fake cheese (who
will deny. that it. is fake) will be "educating" us.abouV,Lthe autri-.
tional value of their product.'

4
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The Future of .Rural Sociology

Rural sociology re mains in an unefiable location as it CQ[
fronts the remainder of the, century. Because of its institutional .

location, research and teaching on agriculture constitute a
"natural" domain yet rural sociology has largely been irrelevant to
.this domain. However, it is precisely within this domaip,that
sibilities lie rather than with a focus OA a no-longer-existent
rural society. While rural sociology as a whole has not ."given
serious attention to agriculture, there have been .some developaents4-
in the sgaiology of agriculture to which some rural sociologists

. and a few oth#rs have begun to, sake contributioni:.

These are exemplified in recent years in two as jot Publica-
tions. Both take as their focus agriculture but each reflects a
very. different paradiga. .Chaegg in Rural &eerie& (Rodefeld, et al.
4S18), derives from the classical Aaerican tradition that gave. rise
to rural sociology: concern for the familylara, the issue of big -
ness, the probleas of economic ,concentration. This volEme follows
the populist tradition in American agriculture. Despite concerns
for the maintenance of the jeffersonian myth that are nor. outmoded
and itc Insistence on mixing "rural" with ,olagricultuial",* the
4olUme'represehts an important.grouping within O.S. rural: socioogy
that eemains concerned with agriculture. This group has been eipe-
ciallt concerned with the one-day sessions dedicated to agriculture
that have preceeded Rural Sociological Society meetings since 1978.

17

A second volume, The Rural Sociology of Advanced Societies:.
Critical Perspeetis (Buttel and'Newby 1980) reflects a very dif-
ferent perspective Although it also conflates "ruralll and "agricul-
tural." Two features distinguish this book as a new departure in
-the analysis of agricul.tuie.

,
First, the editors take, as their explicit' perspectiie,

"advanced societies," by which they. mean coaplex .canitalist
societles:, This.distinguishes their 'approach since it argues the
coanceality otagricaltural production systems in complex ,capital-
ism rather than emphasizing unique or special features of 'agricul-
ture in a' particular country. Although most ContrOntions to this
volume examine a specific problem in single society; the volume as
a whole takes the aggicultural'systens of complex capitalism as its
problematic; despite its title which retains the morels "rural
sociology,m four of the five areas set out .by the editors in their
"Introduction" are concerned with agriculture;

.

r.

. The principal research foci of this' "new rnral sociology"
. include the structure of agriculture in advanced \apital-

isms state agricultural policy, agricultural labve.region-,,
al inequalitlf. and agricultural ecology (Newby 'and Buttel
'1980: 15).

.4
.A second' features particularly striking in comparison to the Rod
feld reader; is the inflnenceof its aarxist paradigm. Not.all
chapters are by aarxists; soil contributors are expliO.tly aarxist,
some are closet aarxists, and others eight be called eclectic

4
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.

neomarxists. What Should be underlined, however, is the sharp comp
trast its approach presents to the hermetic and monist paradiga
which Picou..Wells, and Vyborg (1978) have criticised.

A

. ,

18

The potentialities of the neoatrxist paradigi in the formulk
tion of a sociology of agriculture should be emphasised. The sig-
nificance of this approach derives from 'its understanding that
present forms of'social and econosic organization are "noraal." In
this perspective., large-scale capitalist agricultUre -- agriculture
for profit .-- does not represent an aberration; rather, it

. represents the organic development, within the agriculturil Sector,
41 capitalist social relations. The logic of this perspective is
that the appropriate role of a sociology of agriculture is not mie-

. ply with the elucidation of specialized agricultural processes. and
forms of social organizatione.no Matter how unique these may be.
Rather, the purposes of a sociology of agriculture is to contribute
to an understanding of the comparative'socitl-organization of pro-
duction systems (Friedland, Barton, and .Thomas 1981: Preface,
Chapter 1).

The martian paradigm' need not insist that "bid is beautiful"
or that the function of capitalism is solely. to ,establish large-
actin production syStees necessary to sustain a socialist mode of
,production. This hermetic end moniiti-siew of socialism is derive-
tivefrom the leninist experience in marxism. -Far from halq.b9
est44tisted socialism, all that this approach has succeeded" in
creating has been a socio- economic 'system charactetized by the
legal fiction 'of public ownership acctipenied by a high ).y Strati-
fied u" exploitative class system as unpalatable as thatfound in
advanced. capitalist societies.

11
The approach suggested here 'nay sees to lie out of keeping with

the .times, with Reaganomics and the reaction againit liberal wel-
farism. They may alSo seen' to bkwe'little relevance to daily life,
in bee universiti and departneets or the "realities" of experi -'
sent station dire o s. The foreulation of new research trjec7 .

toriest however, are t things whict occur rapidly.

,4 Professional bodies such as the Rutal Sociological Sodiety are
not, despite .vulgar ecoiomistic and unsophisticated karxiit
analysis;e decision making bodiesubm_The 'fljurisdi4ien" .of the
Society does not` lie in substantifigsetters. While it eight be a
good idea thit a.exesolution be adopted Ngesting that rural
sociologiits pay More attention to_agricUltuie this approabh would
both be beyond the, Society's legal scope and a waste of times it is

/
/-

e 7
. 4

(20] on a persbnal note, I should en hasite that I am'
not

slimy.-
pathetic to the populist approach repr seated by Rodefeld and oth- '

ers; I .find their approach persoually attractive but historically
untenable. .e
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not such formal decisions that provide direction to knowledge pro-
duction and research ltiorities -but mattE411 and lasiitutional
relationships.` These material relationships say be mediated by
'values; certaikly..socielizatioa has some .influence on( the way in
which'institutlionaittelations are played out.

What is being sug4ested, .finally, is not forial action but
individual.deciSions explicitly concerned to counter the domination

/ of institutional/arrangements. The development of strategies for
change will snot be simple. One suggested strategy might involve
-the setting of social goals for publicly- funded sagriCultural sci-
ence that stress reductions in chemical- and energy-intensive agri-
culture, encourage small farm continuation and (sore self-peoduction
of food, and produce more equitable income distribution' in the
agricultural sector (Friedland and KapPel 1979).

Until rural sociologistS, like sociologists and social Sien-.
tists more generally, can work Individuall Y,.collectiviely, and sys

. tenatically not'simply to interpret the world but to change it, to
pa3aphriase Warts 11th thests on Feuerbach, rural sociology will
feiain essentially irrelevant to what is' going on in theiworld.

,

,

4

.

-

4
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Publicationt on AgriduituFe in Rural Socioliny: 1978-1980
. .4, .i.. - e ..t,To &eternise all publications (includin nticles, copmen-

1 tacies, and reseArch notes but not lncluding ,ok rdvievs except as
noted below), the absAtcact or the publication ilasvread-,to 'determineif there was air bearing on agricultural,ataters.- The following
publications were included as .app opriate: 4 ' .

6

.12273, *01..43,
0 A s. '

'Carl/Awe:4 McLeod; Dotson and Dotson; Goldschaidt; ,Heffernan
.-%

4$
-Ara1111 Lasldy; Ryan; retieraod Noy.

14379, IA. :44*

Bluhm;. Brown and Larson; Mittel a ad La.r.son; '9,a rza ; Le Veen ;
Lysod; Olson; Pearson; Salaam: and`beReillfs SteevesZ

- 1

.mo, 121. 45 .
.

i , , . 4
, r

Ashby and Coward; Busch; Cougbehour;',Piina 'and Kola; Gartrell
and Gartrell; G'ille's; Harper, APiiegel atia.:van esf Heatottl Lacy,.

.
Pigg, and Bugich; Lancelle and Rodefelt; Larson and' Buttel; Lock-.

..tk, eretattd Werifick; Mason and Halter; Salamosk:

A

S.

;=5.1 ,

I

r
.

a

I , d.

*In this idlume, Bichsel Perelmaaes
gip= World wasceviewed, by Coughsnour,
dale with ittroductoty hod .final ,orients.
synpbsiilir was treated as a single article

Z .

wing` nor® 9Egf it Igt
.LeYeen,' Newby, and Stock-
by Natoli:am. This review
on agficulture.

I

5,

v
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Table 1
Subject Fa tegoriefif in Rural Sockelon

. ee

Subject

Adoption /diffusion

Agrarian issl 1 )..-

Vols. 1-20 Vols. 21-30 -Vols.: 31-40
1936-1955 1956-1965 1066-1975.

22 51 . 47. .

Aspirations (2 ): No entry .24

Community i3J 93 33
.1riaiily , 49 16 .

.
Vatily Pare 10 No.entry

4 . A.

farm Labor- (1 27 2 :
?aim Organizations, t 4 "9 . 4.

..Vars.rs . 7. - No entry

Varaing part-tine?..' No entr.y 5 p

Land Vet amok (1.11/non-r0s) 11 2

Land 'Ten ure [ Si :. 25. , 9*/ . \ .. .

Nodernization/Social -Change .37 28 '.. .

Stratification ' 191 6 .."

.11.

19

No entry

3

1'5

3

2

45

13
4 ..

4 1, /...

1. -During 1936-55, the subject category was*PAgrarian Reform".
. .

'2; In1956-65, three..c.ategories of aspiratibnm were utilized:, they
have b,eeu consolidated 'here ais-a--4ingle Category. In 1966-75, .

five categories were used. , ...

\ .
f t. . ..

3'.' Includes'. tve categories .in 193655 -and ,1956 -65 and folic.
Categories" in 1966-75.

. .
4. In 1916-755 the e'ntr, wag called "Social groups-finial." In 1966-' 75 I have incorporated an entry under "National. Parsers 0 rganiza-

t io z.n. . .
t . . .

w ;pc ccpora te4' two -categories, including foci for U. S. an d three
for :non-8.S.

501r cet 4Y1.4.1 2129.1. ;Ain. 11.41-1221. 12.11"1212 1266"

23



1141122 Kahl

AVhby, Jacqueline and E. Walter Coward, Jr.

X80 'Putting Agriculture Back Into the Stu dy of Fars Prac-
tice Innovation: Soonest on Status, Knowledge and Inno- .

vat i6:<." sock2122/, 12, 3, Pall: 520-523.
.

Beale, Calvin L.

1975 Iht. 101211 d .21221itica 'Growth AR 12111.910.29.11152
losigg. Washington, D.C.: Econonic' Research Service,
U.S. Department ofAgficulture. EBS-605.

.1,978a "Population' Treads in the Northeast." aural %of: the
vortle AgLiggligal Egglomic .Coungile. 7, ,2,
OctRher: 5-11.

$978h People On the Land." In Tionas.4R. Ford :(ed.) Maria
y 1.2.1.: Pecs stance agd -lama. Chapter 3: 37-54:
Avies4 Iomas Iowa State University Press.

41(Blahs, Louis H. -4\

1979 iSeif-Perception of Poverty Among 'Colonial' Farmets in
-Brazil: Is the Syabolic-Interactionist perspective Use'-
ful?" jugl.AggigIggy, 44, 1, Spring: 176-188.

Boehliet Michael, and Kenneth Krause ,

fortheominq
. Econgsic and Federal 211 744211 Afiggligg igg":agig's gf

gt legal. au imgess OrgatIAILlog. Washington, D.C.: ..

National Economics Division, ito conics 'and,... Statistics
Service, D.S. Department of Agriculture.

. ,

Brown, Minnie 1: and Olaf F. /arson
,

I

1979 fleuccessful Black Parsers: Factora in their Achieve-
sent.0 Mai gmiagli, 11, 1, 15pring: 153-175.

Lawrence

s

'1980 ''eStrmdture and Negotiations in the Agridultmral Sci-'
encos.'? Rural loci9logy, j, 1, Spring: 26-48.

Mittel, Frederick and Oscar V. Larson, III .

1979 "Farm 'Size, Structure, and Energy Intensivity: -An Edo-
logical Analysis of U.S. kgriculture." BmEil sogialm,

3, pal: 471-488.
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Prederick.O. and

1980 Mt 11E81
e

'Howard Newby (eft.)

1021 3 Skl 0.21121.4 12421.118:
Montclair, S. J.: Allanheld, Osnun.

Carlson. Join E. and 8

1978

Coughenour,

1980,

ce E. .8cLeod

22.

*A Conparisou of Agrarianisa in Washington, Idaho, and
Wisconsin.* AULA1 S_ alai, !I. 1, Spring: 17-30. -

Milton

*Farsers, Location, and. the Differentiation of Crops
Eros Livestock in Yarning." Issil Sociology, 12: 4,
winter: 569-590.

Davis, Claude-Leohard

al flu Orpoistion: Athens, Georgia: Cooperative
Extension Service, College of Agricultute, University of

. Georgia. Bulletin Vo. 745.

Dotson, Floyd and Lillian 0. Dotson
. \

.

197A
4, Winter: 691-710.
Niericoes urban-Dweiling Frers.*Rprki s9.91.2129/.. 43,

Econeticsc Statistics, and Cooperatives ,Service, U.S.D.A.

1279 Orman, imam 2i IMAM alluce,.. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Departaent of Aggilture. Agricultural
VCOUOMiC Report 438.

-

Falk, Vil *ian V. and Thosas .4. Pinbey . .
, 4 . .- ,

1978 "flaking Sense of the Concept Rural and Doing Rural
Sociology: An Interpretive Perspective.* WNW Aggi21:
20. D.'S. Mint 02-5.111.4 ,

. :

'Flint:, Willies L.. and Barbgra'A. Kohl

1979 "tarn Movement Ideology in the Late Seventies: TRe Aaer-
icaa Agriculttral Movement.* Paper' read .'at the 1979
agetinglof the Rural Sociological Society, Burlington,
Vermont*

P .

Yriedlaa4,111fiaa H.

1979. *Who Billed Rural Sociql.ogy? A- Case Study in the Politiv
cal Bannon of Knowledge Production." Paper read at. the
1979` Testing of the Americas Sociological Association.

t
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